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Abstract. This paper presents a user study that evaluated the effective-
ness of an aggregated search interface in the context of non-navigational
search tasks. An experimental system was developed to present search
results aggregated from multiple information sources, and compared to
a conventional tabbed interface. Sixteen participants were recruited to
evaluate the performance of the two interfaces. Our results suggest that
the aggregated search interface is a promising way of supporting non-
navigational search tasks. The quantity and diversity of the retrieved
items which participants accessed to complete a task, increased in the
aggregated interface. Participants also found the aggregated presenta-
tion easier to access to retrieved items and to find relevant information,
compared to the conventional interface.

1 Introduction

A recent study reported that 80% of queries submitted to search engines are
non-navigational [6]; people are often seeking general information on a broad
topic such as “global warming” or “nutrition”. Information needs behind such
non-navigational queries are often satisfied by relevant information collected
from multiple documents in different genres. Due to the increased quantity and
diversity of multimedia contents available on the Web, the images, audio, movies
are also becoming relevant to many queries. A conventional way of gathering
relevant information from several information sources (e.g., web, image, news,
wiki) is to browse the search results of individual sources separately available in
search engines.

However, a new paradigm of search result presentation has been emerging;
aggregated search interfaces. An aggregated search interface is designed to inte-
grate retrieval results from different information sources into a single result page.
In this paradigm, users do not have to visit separate pages to browse the search
results to obtain a range of retrieved items. There appears to be two types of
integration; blended and non-blended. A blended integration tends to present a
single ranked list of multiple sources, while a non-blended integration tends to
present multiple sources in a separate panel in the same page.

Although a log analysis suggests a potential need of aggregated search in-
terfaces [11], there are many unexplored research questions in this paradigm.
One such question is the effectiveness of aggregated search interfaces in support-
ing non-navigation search tasks. In this paper, we presents a task-based user
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study which compares the performance of an aggregated search interface to a
conventional interface.

The outline of the paper is as follows. Section 2 discusses background and re-
lated work. Our experimental design is described in Section 3. Section 4 presents
the results of our study, and their analysis. Finally, Section 5 discusses conclu-
sions and the future work.

2 Background and Related work

Studies reported in [6] show that 80% of web queries are non-navigational: users
are seeking general information on a broad topic, e.g. “global warming” or “nutri-
tion”. There is typically not a single web page that contains all the information
sought; indeed, users with non-navigational queries typically try to assimilate
information from multiple web pages, increasingly from different sources.

Further, the diversity and complexity of contents available on the web have
dramatically increased in recent years. Multimedia documents such as images
and videos have been published more often than before. The genres of documents
have also been diversified, e.g., news, blogs, FAQs, wikis, etc. Other types of data
such as maps have also appeared. These diversified information sources are often
dealt with in a separated way by search engines. For instance, searchers have to
switch between search domains (i.e., vertical search) to access different sources.

Clustering aims to organize search results into groups, each of them corre-
sponding to a particular aspect or sense of a query (e.g. river bank vs money
bank). Clusty is an example of a search engine that cluster results1. Multi-
document summarization is another technique that involves working with docu-
ment set having similar information. It aims to produce a concise and coherrent
summary of information contained in the document set. Multi-document sum-
marization is often used to provide an overview of the content of the documents
forming a cluster e.g., NewsBlaster 2. Although these approaches can be used
for presenting the diversity of search results, the only do so with respect to one
information source.

Federated search,distributed information retrieval and metasearch are other
techniques that aim at combining results from various sources. With the former
two, a broker receives the query from the user and selects a relevant sub-set
of collections for that query. The top-ranked results returned from the selected
collections are merged into a single list. Current collection selection methods
compare the query with the summary of each collection (term statistics [3] or
sample documents [9, 8]) and rank collections accordingly.

A metasearch engine sends a user queriy to several other search engines
and/or databases and aggregates the results into a single list or displays them
according to their source. Metasearch engines enable users to enter search crite-
ria once and access several search engines simultaneously. They operate on the
premise that the web is too large for any one search engine to index it all and
1 http://clusty.com/
2 http://www.newsblaster.com/
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that more comprehensive search results can be obtained by combining results
from several search engines. This also may save the user from having to use
multiple search engines separately 3.

All above approaches attempt to combine information from various sources,
however they are mostly limited to ‘text’ sources of similar genres. In recent
years, there has been a growing interest in finding ways to combine results from
various vertical searches onto one result page, referred to as aggregated search.
Our work is concerned with one type of aggregated search, where results from
various sources are shown in separate panels within the search interface.

This paper presents results of a task based evaluation of such an aggregated
search interface as compared to vertical search interface (conventional tapped
interface).

Next we discuss the experiment design used in this paper for evaluating such
an aggregated search interface.

3 Experimental Design

A within subject experiment design was used in our study, where two search
interfaces (controlled and experimental) were tested by sixteen participants, per-
forming two search tasks with each interface.

In the following subsections we define the research hypotheses of this study
and discuss the experiment designed to address the hypotheses.

3.1 Research Hypotheses

The overall hypothesis of our study is that an aggregated presentation can fa-
cilitate non-navigational search tasks by offering diversified search results. More
specifically, we formulate the following sub-hypotheses to investigate:

H1 An aggregated presentation can increase the quantity and diversity of doc-
uments viewed by users to complete a task.

H2 An aggregated presentation can increase the quantity and diversity of rele-
vant information collected by users to complete a task.

H3 An aggregated presentation can improve users’ perceptions on the search
system.

While an increased number of clicks can be seen as a sign of confusion in
navigational queries, informational search tasks often require to view a range of
documents to complete the task. Therefore, an effective interface should be able
to facilitate the browsing of retrieved documents (H1). This should also affect
the relevant information collected to complete a task (H2). Finally, participants
were expected to have a positive perception on the system which enabled them
to perform a successful task (H3).
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Fig. 1. Controlled System (Tabbed)

3.2 Search interfaces

Two search interfaces were devised to address our research hypotheses. Both
interfaces used the same back-end search engine (Yahoo! search API). For a
given query, the API was set to retrieve the top 30 items from four information
sources such as Web, Image, News, and Wiki. The difference between the two
interfaces was the presentation of retrieved items.

Figure 1, shows the controlled system where the results from the four sources
were presented in a separate tab. The default source was set to the Web tab, and
users can click other tabs on the top of the interface to view the results from
other sources. This represented a conventional vertical presentation of search
results available in major search engines. The controlled system presented the
first 10 results for every selected information source with an option of “more
results” at the bottom to view the remaining 20 results.

Figure 2 presents the experimental system where the results from the four
sources were integrated into a single page. This represented an aggregated pre-
sentation of search results. The layout of the four sources was fixed throughout
the experiment. Decision for this layout was more intuitive than based on any
particular findings. Since the web was believed to be the main information source,
the panel showing web results was positioned prominently on the result page (on
the left). To avoid cluttering too much text, results from the wikipedia domain
and the web domain were separated by placing image results in the middle. The
first web 10 results, the first 12 image results, the first 10 wiki results and the first
5 results from the news domain, were shown, in each corresponding panel. The
numbers were chosen so that to exactly fill the result page. Every information
source on the experimental system also had an option of “more results” (similar
to the controlled system) in order to view the remaining results (in chunks of 10
3 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metasearch engine.
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Fig. 2. Experimental System (Aggregated)

) for that information source. Both systems are called the DIGEST system in
our experiment.

3.3 Task

Participants of our user study were asked to perform non-navigational search
tasks using the interfaces described above. Each search task was based on the
simulated work task situation framework proposed by [2]. The framework was
designed to encourage participants to engage with an artificial task by giving
a situational background scenario of the task. Figure 3 shows an example of
the search scenario. As can be seen, our search tasks required to browse several
documents and collect relevant information from multiple sources. Participants
were asked to copy and paste relevant texts, URLs, and images to a word pro-
cessing software during the task. We used the software as an electric notebook.
The example notebooks made by participants are shown in Figure 4.

We prepared 6 search scenarios so that participants could choose the scenarios
based on their interest. This design aimed to facilitate participants engagement
with the artificial search tasks. Participants were given 15 minutes to complete
each task. Each participant performed four search tasks, two with the experi-
mental system and two with the controlled system. The order of the systems
was rotated to reduce learning effects.

3.4 Participants

The experiment was carried out with 11 males and 5 females from our university.
Out of 16 participants, 7 were undergraduate students, 2 postgraduate students,
3 PhD students, and 4 were research staff members. The participants were re-
cruited through our call for participation email distributed to several lists. An
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Topic: European verses American football

Task: Your friend shared her experience of her recent visit to
a state in US, and mentioned about an American football match 
to which she was invited to watch. Having only watched European 
soccer in her life, she was surprised to see that American football
was quite different from European football matches she had 
watched. She found rules and the game to be completely different
from what she  expected and was quite confused during the match. 
You decided to help her by explaining the difference between 
them. Your task is to collect information on American and 
European football, their rules, the game, their origin, etc. You may
also show her some pictures of both the games, pictures of some
popular sports person from  both, etc. It would be nice to update
her about any recent event or news about these games.

Fig. 3. An example simulated task used during the experiment.

entry questionnaire established that 82% of participants stated that they had
accessed more than one information source to complete a search task. There-
fore, our participants were not totally unfamiliar with search tasks that require
multiple sources. However, none had used our interfaces or tasks before.

3.5 Procedure

For each participant, the experiment was performed in the following manner.
When they arrived at the experiment site, they were welcomed and explained
the overall aim of the experiment. When they agreed to participate, a consent
form was signed. Then, they were asked to fill in an entry questionnaire to
capture their profile and search background. Next, they had a training session
with both interfaces using a sample search task. The training session typically
lasted for X minutes. (*** FOR HOW LONG? ***).

Then, they were asked to perform the first search task by selecting the most
interesting scenario from the six scenarios. During the task, the system automat-
ically logged participants’ interaction with the interface. When the first task was
completed, they were asked to fill in a post-task questionnaire to capture their
subjective assessments on the system and task. Then, when appropriate, the
change of the interface was informed to participants, and the second scenario
was selected. This was repeated four times. After the completion of the four
tasks, they were asked to fill in an exit questionnaire to capture their percep-
tions of systems and tasks as a whole. Participants were rewarded fifteen pounds
for their participation after the experiment.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 4. Sample information collected during search tasks by participants

4 Results

This section presents the results of our experiment based on the research hy-
potheses stated in Section 3.1. We had a total of 32 search sessions per system
in the analysis. To measure the statistical significance of the results, we applied
both t-test (parametric) and Wilcoxon signed rank test (non-parametric) to the
difference between the controlled and experimental systems. All tests were paired
and two-sided, and critical value was set to 0.05, unless otherwise stated.

4.1 Quantity and diversity of documents viewed

The first hypothesis H1, looked at the effect of an aggregated presentation on
the quantity and diversity of documents participants viewed to complete a task.
To examine this hypothesis, we first analysed participants’ click-through data
on different information sources. The results are shown in Table 1.

The bottom row of the table shows the average number of retrieved items
viewed to complete a task. As can be seen, participants viewed a significantly
larger number of items in the experimental system when compared to the con-
trolled system. The breakdown of the information sources suggests that the
difference was due to the significantly different frequency in the Wiki and Image
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Table 1. Frequency of participants’ clicks per information sources (N=32)

Source Controlled system Experimental system T-Test Wilcoxon-Test
Mean SD Mean SD p-value p-value

Web 7.7 6.7 8.6 5.9 .3696 .1847
News 1.7 1.7 1.0 1.2 .0663 .1039
Wiki 1.0 1.5 2.7 2.2 .0002 .0005
Image 2.4 3.2 6.8 7.7 .0013 .0004

All 12.8 8.8 19.1 12.1 .0002 .0024

Table 2. Combination of information sources, where W=web, I= image, N=news and
Wi= wiki

Diversity Sources Controlled system Experimental system

1 W 4 0
2 W+I 2 3
2 W+N 1 2
2 W+Wi 1 2
2 I+Wi 0 1
3 W+I+N 12 1
3 W+N+Wi 3 1
3 W+I+Wi 1 9
4 W+I+N+Wi 8 13

Total 32 32

sources. These results provide a support for that the aggregated presentation
increased the quantity of retrieved items viewed.

We also looked at the combination of information sources accessed by partic-
ipants to complete a task. The results are shown in Table 2. As can be seen, five
more sessions accessed all four information sources in the experimental system
when compared to the controlled system. Also, more sessions were completed
by a single source (Web) in the controlled system. This suggests that the aggre-
gated presentation encouraged participants to view more diversified sources from
search results. We also noticed that the frequent source was different in the two
systems. When we looked at the diversity score 3, the sources of Web, Image,
and News was the most popular combination in the controlled system while the
Web, Image, and Wiki were the most common combination in the experimental
system. We will discuss this aspect later.

Overall, our results provided some evidence to support H1.

4.2 Quantity and diversity of relevant information collected

The second hypothesis examined whether or not an aggregated presentation
increased the quantity and diversity of relevant information collected by partic-
ipants to complete a task. To answer this hypothesis, we performed a similar
analysis to the previous section but on the number of texts, images, and URLs
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Table 3. Information collection using Controlled & Experimental system

Controlled system Experimental system T-Test Wilcoxon-Test
Mean SD Mean SD p-value p-value

Text 7.8 13.2 10.8 21.4 .3657 .3211
Images 3.3 2.8 4.6 3.4 .1140 .0815
URLs 6.1 5.3 7.4 7.1 .1956 .3250

All 17.3 12.7 22.7 18.6 .1173 .0409

Table 4. Information collected using Controlled & Experimental system for text, image
and ulr combinations. Here, I=image, T= text and U = url

Diversity Information Type Controlled system Experimental system

1 I 0 2
1 U 2 0
2 I+T 9 6
2 I+U 11 1
2 T+U 0 12
3 I+T+U 10 11

Total 32 32

collected in the notebook. The number of texts was counted based on the number
of paragraphs. The results of the analysis are shown in Table 3.

Again, the bottom row of the table shows the average number of collected
items to complete a task. As can be seen, participants collected five more items in
the experimental system when compared to the controlled system. The difference
was found to be significant by the Wilcoxon test. The breakdown of collected
items shows that participants tended to collect more items in all three types
(Texts, Images, and URLs) when they used the experimental system. However,
no difference was found to be significant.

Table 4 shows the combination of the collected items. As can be seen, the
number of sessions where all three types were collected (Diversity Score: 3) was
similar across the systems. The frequency in the other two diversity scores (Di-
versity score 1 and 2) was also found to be comparable. However, there was some
noticeable difference in the combinations. More specifically, the combination of
Image and Text (I+U) and combination of Text and URLs (T+U) had a very
different frequency across the systems. The cause of this difference is not entirely
clear to us. We are currently examining the log files to get further insight into
this phenomenon.

To summarise, our results provided partial evidence to support the quantity
aspect of H2, but no obvious evidence was found to support the diversity aspect
of the hypothesis.

4.3 User perceptions

The last hypothesis looked at the effect of the aggregated presentation on par-
ticipants’ perceptions of the systems. To answer this hypothesis, we analysed
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Table 5. Users’ perceptions on the systems (N=16).

Controlled system Experimental system T-Test Wicoxon-Test
Mean SD Mean SD p-value p-value

Q1 2.4 1.1 1.9 1.1 .1311 .1771

Q2 2.4 1.0 1.8 0.9 .0430 .0466

participants’ subjective assessments on the systems, which were captured by a
5-point Likert scale in the exit questionnaire. More specifically, we asked their
agreement on the two following statements for each of the two systems.

Q1 The system was useful to complete my search tasks (1 = Strongly agree; 5
= Strongly disagree).

Q2 It was easy to find relevant information with the system (1 = Strongly agree;
5 = Strongly disagree).

Since our hypotheses expected the experimental system to have a better
assessment than the controlled system, the statistical tests were applied with
paired but one-tailed where an alternative was set to be greater. Note that a
lower value represented a higher degree of agreement in our analysis. The results
are shown in Table 5. As can be seen, participants tended to find the experi-
mental system easier to find relevant information to complete a task. Although
participants tended to give a better score on the experimental system regarding
the usefulness, the difference was not found to be significant.

We also asked participants which system was easier to access search results
in the exit questionnaire. 75% of participants selected the experimental system
for the question. Overall, these results provide partial evidence to support H3.

5 Discussion and future work

Aggregation is an emerging paradigm of the search result presentation. There
are many unexplored questions in this area. In this paper, we performed a task-
based user study to compare the effectiveness of an aggregated presentation
to a conventional presentation. In particular, we investigated the effect of the
aggregated presentation on the quantity and diversity of information objects
accessed by users in the non-navigational search tasks. This section first discusses
the limitation of our study, followed by the implications of our results on the
design of aggregated search interfaces.

There are some limitations in our study. First, we used only one back-end
search engine to test the effectiveness of the interfaces. Although this made
the comparison fair, the implication of our results is limited to this particular
engine. Second, we tested the systems with a small number of topics compared to
a system-centred evaluation. Other types of tasks such as a decision-making task
will also give us a better understanding of the effect of aggregated presentation.
Third, the collected items were based on perceived relevance and the quality of
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collected items was not assessed. Finally, the layout of aggregation was fixed in
our experiment. This seems to have an implication on participants’ information
seeking behaviour, which will be discussed next.

Beaulieu [1] observed the trade-off between the complexity of search inter-
faces and cognitive load of the users. This applies to the design of aggregated
search interfaces, too. Our experimental system used a more complex presenta-
tion than the controlled system to integrate multiple information sources in a
single page. Therefore, the aggregated interface could increase the cognitive load
of the end-users. However, our experimental results suggested that participants
were capable of interacting with an aggregated presentation, and tended to find
the experimental system easier to find relevant information when compared to
the controlled system. This might be due to the fact that the controlled sys-
tem still required extra effort to select information sources to access a range of
retrieved items.

Another implication was that the layout of aggregation was likely to affect
people’s selection of information sources. In Section 4.1, we found that the com-
bination of the Web, Image, and News was the most common selection in the
controlled system while the Web, Image, and Wiki were the popular selection in
the experimental system. They were exactly the same order of the sources in the
interfaces. The tab on the top of the controlled interface listed the sources in the
order of Web, Image, News, and Wiki. The top three panels of the aggregated
interface were the Web, Image, and Wiki. This suggests that people’s browsing
of information sources can be sequential, and their attention moves horizontally
rather than scrolling down the result page vertically. This also implies that an
aggregated search interface might be able to offer an effective support by opti-
mising the order of information sources for different tasks or queries.

The last point leads us to formulate our future work which will be address-
ing research questions such as “Is there an optimal combination and order of
information sources?”, “How can we model the optimal combination and order
of information sources for a given query or task?”, “Is the effect of layout strong
enough to affect task performance?”

In conclusion, our study provided empirical evidence to support that an ag-
gregated presentation of information sources can increase the quantity and di-
versify of the retrieved items accessed to complete non-navigational search tasks.
Participants tended to find the aggregated presentation easier to access retrieved
items and to find relevant information. Although these positive effects were not
strong enough to increase the number of relevant information collected, we spec-
ulate that an intelligent way of organising information sources is a key to achieve
such a goal.
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